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Watergate's John Dean to speak
by GAYL MAUREEN CURTISS
EDITOR

A man of history is coming to Central. Convicted
Watergate conspirator John Dean will be addressing
students May 5 at 8 pm in Nicholson.
Dean, who will speak about his insights into
Watergate, was the leader of the cover-up prior to
the 1972 re-election of then President Nixon.
Disregarding the law, Dean covered up the break-in
to the Democratic Headquarters at the, Watergate
Comp1ex so it would not hurt the re-election chances
of Nixon.
Later, realizing he was going to be burdened with
the guilt of Watergate, and that the White House
had intended to use Dean as a "fall guy," Dean
testified before the Ervin Committee and told the
whole story.
Despite the fact the White House tried to discredit
Dean in both a professional and personal manner,
Dean's testimony stood up. What happened after his
testimony is now history.
Dean was sentenced to from one to four years for
obstruction of justice and was sent ·to a federal
minimum security prison. After his release and the
pardoning of Nixon, Dean says he is now able to offer

his most candid, unfettered view of the Nixon White
House.
Dean will also talk about Watergate and how it
will effect this year's presidential elections, and
contemporary politics on the whole.
Executive Manager of the Board of Control John
Drinkwater said Dean is being paid $2,000 to speak
on campus. He says he hopes the ticket price of $2 for
·reserve tickets and $2.50 at the door will not keep
pe~p~jroµi~_te1_1~ing_Qean'.~ speech.
_
Drinkwater explained just after the hearings Dean
was demanding, and getting, $4,000-$5,000 for his
speaking engagements.
Several Eastern universities were slapped with
restraining orders when Dean was booked to speak
·on .their campuses. Drinkwate~ said at St. John's
College in New York the matter was taken to court
and Dean was allowed to give his address.
After the major part of his speech, Dean will
answer questions from the floor . .He also will talk
about his soon-to-be-released book and his life after
Watergate.
Drinkwater says the ASC sees Dean's coming to
Central as an educational experience. He says he
hopes people with all points of view will attend the
Dean speech.
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Landscaping continues
by CLINT ROBBINS

Landscaping work was done last
summer in the -·area north ()f
? rking lot "E" (Eleventh Ave.)
and Central is now in the _process.

Graduation
tickets ready
at Registrar's
by PAM WHITENER

Graduating seniors can start
picking up their family seating
pass for commencement in the
Registrar's Office.
In the past, individual tickets
were given out. The number of
graduates were divided into the
number of seats · available, determining how many tickets the
senior would receive. Complication came up when the gradµates'
families or friends amounted to
more than the tickets.
At times, excess tickets were
·sold at high prices and even
duplicated. Registrar Lou Bovos
said the family pass worked well
last year and hopes the success
will be repeated.
Bovos also said that by picking
up the pass, the student's graduation application can be cross
checked. If there are any problems, the senior can take care of
them before commencement exercises near.

of continuing ground improvements,
· Charles Gruhl, Central's engineering and construction officer in
the Facilities Planning and Construction Department, said that
the "barren corner southwest of
North Hall is going to be landscaped with the planting of grass, a
ground cover and a tree.'.' .
Also to be added to this area is a
sprinkler system, with the water
being drawn from the Medical
Center.
"We plan to install a bench and a
retaining wall besides the other
improvements," Gruhl said.

"There is only enough funding
for the work near North ·Hall but
further improvements will be
made as sufficient funding is made
available," he said.

Construction of library parking lot
to be completed by fall quarter
by CLINT ROBBINS

Construction of a parking lot
located north of the new library is
According to Gruhl, the college . scheduled to begin in late July and
has obtained a tremendous amount
should be completed by the beof improvements in other areas for
ginning of fall quarter.
the cost involved "because the
Located in the undeveloped area
contracting firm submitted a bid of
halfway between the north facade
less than what had been originally
of the library and the south curb of
estimated."
Fourteenth Ave., the parking lot is
He added that a work order had
planned to extend from the east
been issued to the Physical Plant
facade of the library to the east
by Facilities Planning "and this
face of the Instructional Building.
makes it much easier because
Eric Nasburg, programming and
should they run. out of funds, they . design officer in Central's Fac-ilities Planning and Construction
can simply stop working."
Department, said, "Initially, we
Gruhl noted that a contractor must
plan to install five new exterior
be assured of funding when the
lights which will be supplied with
work begins.
power from the basement meCost for this project is about chanical room of the new library."
$4,000 and Gruhl said, "We .feel it
"With 33 parking stalls, inis definitely worth the price be- cluding three for handicapped
cause the area will look much individuals, the new lot will be
better than it has in the past."
over 300 feet long and 40 feet
Gruhl said that two other land- wide," Nasburg said.
Concrete bumpers will be placed
scaping projects were by-passed in
on the northern edge of the lot,
favor of development of the North
Hall corner. "We by-passed an allowing for future expansion in
area near parking lot "E" and an that direction.
"Also, the first phase will see
identical area near Chestnut.

the grading of the site and
installation of a branch storm
sewer and catch basin system to
carry off excess water," he said.
"Some sidewa~s will be included in the construction and we
plan a gravel surfaced access and ·
parking area."
Nasburg said that one-way
[west to east] traffic flow will be
encouraged and the existing service drive will remain. In addition,
two new access drives from ·Fourteenth Ave. will be provided.
"The five new lights, which will
be the same type as those recently
installed in parking lot 'D,' will be
spaced between 85 and 90 feet
apart," he said. A lighting level
equal to parking lot 'D' should
result.
Strong consideration was given
to the development of this lot last
year when a petition was circulated suggesting more convenient parking facilities for library patrons.
"This lot is something that the
campus community wanted and
gave sufficient support to bring it
to light," Nasburg said.
"Though this new lot h~n't

been in the parking lot development planning prio.r to this, it was
inserted, given priority second
-only to the completion of parking
lot 'D.'"
After the completion of parking
lot 'D,' the Facilities Planning and
Construction Department began
working to prepare the drawings
and specifications needed for the
new lot.
"We hope to have the bidding
documents comple.t e in early
June," he said . .
Continuity is an element Nasburg emphasized in this first phase
of construction. · When sufficient
surplus funds are available, this
visitors' parking lot may be expanded north, so this phase has
been properly coordinated with
th~ possible expansion.
"Three extra-wide stalls in the
east end of the lot . nearest the
library entrance will be reserved
for the handicapped and should
make it less difficult for them to
get to the library," Nasburg said.
He added that two curb cuts will
be provided in this same area for
the convenience of handicapped
students.

Eastern faced with threats
services. In addition, the BSU has pating in the BSU's mediations
received an apology from acting . also will be required to take the
Eastern's administration and President Philip Marshall for mis- workshops. It's believed that a
Board of Trustees, faced with representing the scope of the request for a full-time 77-79 Afthreats of withdrawal of all Black funding to the Board of Trustees.
firmative Action director, be filled.
Academic departments have Ken Dolan, current Affirmative
students, have capitulated to ·
Black Student Union (BSU) de- been requested to set up tutoring Action director, devotes only part
mands. The BSU demanded in- services for Black and minority of his time to the position.
students as the need arises. Next
creased staffing and funding for
The BSU threatened Eastern
Black Educational Program (BEP) fall human race relationships with the student walkout . after
and got $120,000 and a promised workshops will be offered for disagreements with both the ASC
increase from one seven staff credit and the college president, · and the Board of Trustees. Jesse
members.
all vice presidents and administra- Taylor, Northwest Regional
Ninety thousand dollars of the tive unit heads will be required to Office, CRS, US Department of
increased funds will be going to
participate. Black students partici- Justice, mediated the dispute.
the salaries of the new staff
members and Clarence Williams,
current BEP director. The rem_~ining $30,000 is for goods and
by JANE SNYDER

-

Meeting scheduled
An open meeting of Alpha Phi
Oniega is scheduled for 7:30 pm in
SUB ·210 on Monday, April 26.
Alpha Phi Omega is a national
co-educational service fraternity
for people interested in campus
and community projects whichthe
members consider worthwhile.
Proceeds of Alpha Phi Omega's
first annual basketball game be'tween the men's varsity (wearing
boxing gloves) and the women's
varsity on April 6 went to the Leo

Nicholson Scholarship Fund and
the Women's Athletic Fund.
Founded in 1925, Alpha Phi
Omega now has over 400 activechapters, including Puerto Rico
and the Philipines. The Eta Xi
Chapter of Central was chartered
in 1948.
Meetings will be held in SUB
210 at 7:30 pm on alternate
Monday's and guests are welcome.
For more information, call 9633596.

BBiliiiB
Split 49
Sale· c
Save!
Thurs. and Fri.

April22& 23
The crinkled look of
gauze i$ captured
in these machine
washable, 50%
Dacron® polyesterI
50% cotton pants
from The Gallery by
Haggar.
They feature
beltless European
s1yling with patch
pockets.

Only

$18

IT'S OFFICIAL--Today is the first day of spring. Flowers are in
bloom and Old Man Winter has retired for another year. This bee
didn't wait for spring, though, and started her work last week.

See 'Midnight Man'
·'

Starring

Burt Lancaster
Tues-d,a y, May 4th
You'll go bananas for this great sale on DAIRY QUEEN'S* famous
banana split. Two fresh-cut banana slices and America's favorite
treat, topped with chocolate, strawberry,
pineapple and whipped topping. It's
"scrumpdillyishus" 1 Treat the whole
. gang during this special offer at
participating DAIRY QUEENS
It's "scrumpdillyishus" 1

Dairll

Queen

"Let'.., all go to the DAIRY QUEEN"

Tuesday
7&9pm
so~

lOth&Alder
•A1111- U.S. P•t. Off., Am. 0.0. Corp. lei Copyright 1975 Am. 0.0. Corp.

. ... bytheASC
DOWNTOWN
TWO

925-6101
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Graduates'
placement
prospects
look good
by PAM WHITENER

II "
\.'fl

Graduating seniors of the class of '76 will
face the same opportunities for jobs as last
year.
Career and Placement Director Dean
Owens explained that there are fewer
seniors graduating in teaching professfons,
allowing more job possibilities for less
competition. In past years, over 1,000
students were gradu_ating in teacher education. Now there are between 600 and 650.
-· Owens said that Central has always had a
good reputation for job placement. Last
year, Arts and Science majors had 652
placements from Central and seniors had
712 placements in Education. - He sees the
trend to be heading up, especially for those
who are prepared to sell themselves and
have experience in their area.
·
"Knowi~g how to get a job ·and being
qualified go hand-in-hand," Ow~ns said. He
compared looking for a job without being
experienced in the area to "taking an exam
without studying~"
Central has changed in the past years by
giving more contracted field experiences
and internship programs. "Seniors need the
exposure before they graduate," Owens
said. "The sooner they are prepared, the
better their chances at a job," . he added.
Also, if the senior has had field expe.rien-ce
with a certain company, thecompany knows
the graduate's capabilities and skills.
"The job market is there with most of the
opportunity coming down to the individual," Owens said.
·
Contrary to the beiief that jobs in
teaching are down, Owens feels the
opportunities are great. He said, "If I were
to talk to you about job opportunities, I
would have to say there are none better
than teaching."
He ~dded that, as always,. the demand for
special education and remedial jobs is
plentiful.

.
PIONEC-l"'l.®

Students remaining in college to gain the
MA title, Owens explained, are really not
much ahead of those wit~ a BA and
experience in their field.
The community colleges have helped turn
out qualified students for jobs with their
two year degree.
"Certain departments on campus lend
themselves to being better equipped . in
offering field experiences and internships,"

Owens said. Some of the ones mentioned
were: Recreation; Business a:nd the Social
Services.
.
.
Owens urges the students to get the
.expe_rience before looking for a job. Many
classes on campus offer skills in self-assertion, handling an interview and writing a
resume. The Career and Placement Office
offers workshops during the year to help ·
prepare seniors in looking for employment.

Turnta b-. ·IeSa'Ie!

"GLIM/TED TO
)
PREsENrsrocK

Do your discs-and your pocketbook- a good turn._
Grab one of these popular Pioneer turntables atan .
easy sale price. Both are belt-driven, with viscousdamped tone arm cueing. Both include wood base
. and dustcover.

The PL-120-11
We've sold stacks of these
belt-drive beauties atthe
regular $99.95

The supply is limited; but few decisive people ar:e ·
going to be very pleased with their new Pioneers.

No\/\/ $79.95

*

The PL~ 150-11
All th~ advantages of
belt drive, plus a.utomatic
arm return and shutoff.
A greatbuyattheregular
$129.95.

No\/\/ $'99 ..95 *
(*Plus cartridge at our regular low discount price.)

TEREDCRIFT
-108 N. Pearl
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Y's and Wherefores

Senate bill "assaults rights·"
by DAVID WASSER
News Editor
Senate Bill One is "the biggest
assault on our rights since Richard
Nixon pulled his dirty deeds in the
White House," according to David
Harrison, executive director of the
American Civil Liberties Union of
Washington.
Harrison was in Ellensburg last
Thursday to address Central students and visit the Kittitas County
ACLU. His primary area of discussion was Senate Bill One (S.1).
The history of S.1 dates back to
1966 when President Johnson

appointed the National Commission on Reform of Criminal Laws,
also known as the Brown Commission, to clarify the federal criminal code. The Commission made
its final report in January, 1971.
The Nixon administration did

11111
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DAVID HARRISON
not adopt the report. Instead,
Attorney Generals Mitchell and
Kleindienst had a revised bill
submitted in the Senate as S.1400.
This bill, along with the minority report from the Brown Commission through hearings in a subcommittee of the Senate J udiciary, became S.1.
Opponents of the bill daim it
could be used to suppress all
political demonstrations; to weaken guarantees established by the
Supreme Court in the Miranda
decision against confessions ob-

tained by coercion; and to reestablish the death penalty for a
variety of offenses, including treason, sabotage and murder.
Harrison said that some of the
provisions have :been · modified.
But he said there are still many
areas in the bill he finds fault in.
"We have to be prepared for the
worst," he said. Harrison said that
while most leaders would not use
such a law to infringe on individual's rights, "we have to be
prepared for despotic officials."
Among the provisions the
ACLU says . it does not like are
tapping laws, obscenity laws and
laws pertaining to the involuntary
commitment of certain persons.
Harrison said there is still a
provision making it a felony to
make a false statement to any law
enforcement officer.
Harrison said the ACLU is
backing House Resolution 10850,
which resembles th~ Brown Commission's majority report. "We
needed to show there was an
alternative," he said-.
Harrison said it is a pa~adox
that in the bicentennial year, with
so much discussion of freedom,
1976 is actually the year when
rights of the individual are in
grave danger.
"If Washington residents had to
vote on the Bill of Rights today,"
he said, "the chances of it being
passed would be rather slight."
Harrison also discussed prison
reform, gun control, gay rights
and upcoming ACLU litigation.
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Democratic Headquarters at Watergate.
Break-in.
Donald Segretti.
Woodward and Bernstein.
Cover-up.
Pay-offs.
Lies.
Sam Ervin.
John Dean, telling it all, as millions of Americans watched, mortified,
on their television sets.
John Mitchell, attorney general of the United States. He knew, he
lied.
Haldeman, Ehrlichman and MacGruder. They knew too, and they also
lied.
·
Dean's story went on and on.
The White House called Dean a liar. They tried to discredit him and
his "stories." But the test of time proved him right and Dean was
vindicated.
Tapes, 18 minutes, and Nixon's blasphemies; they were all there.
Lies, and more lies, ahd John Dean told us all.
He told us more than we wanted to know. As his bride sat just to the
right and behind him, she watched the man who now was in the center
ring of this political circus.
Whether we agree or disagree with the man, he is a man of history.
His name will never be separated from the scandal that. broke the house
that Richard built.
Whether you agree or disagree with what he said, you will have few
opportunities to hear the man so critically involved with the shaping of
modern history.
The man's name is John Dean. I doubt if you, or the ages, will ever
forget it.
CAMPUS CRIER

Hierarchy explained
The Dean
Leaps tall buildings in a single. bound,
is more powerful than a locomotive,
is faster than a speeding bullet,
walks on water
gives policy to God.
The Department Head
Leaps short buildings in a single bound,
is more powerful than a switch engine,
is just as fast as a speeding bullet,
walks on water if sea is calm,
talks with God.
Professor
Leaps short buildings with a running start
and favorable winds,
·
is almost as powerful as a switch engine
is faster than a speeding BB,
walks on water in an indoor swimming pool.
Associate Professor
Barely clears a quonset hut,
loses tug of war with locomotive,
can fire a speeding bullet,
swims well,
is occasionally addressed by God.
Assistant Professor
Makes high marks on the walls
when 'trying to leap tall buildings,
is run· over by a locomotive,
can sometimes handle a gun without
inflicting self-injury,
treads water.
talks to animals.
Instructor
Climbs the walls continually,
rides the rails~
plays Russian Roulette,
walks on thin ice,
prays a lot.
Graduate Student
Runs into buildings,
recognizes locomotives two out of three times,
is not issued ammunition,
can stay afloat with a life jacket,
talks to walls.
Undergraduate Student
Falls over doorstep when trying to enter building
~ays, "Look at the choo-choo."
wets himself with a water pistol,
·
plays in mud puddles,
mumbles to himself.
Department Secretary
Lifts buildings and walks under them,
kicks locomotives off the tracks, ·
catches spe~ding bullets in her teeth and eats them,
freezes water with a single glance,
SHE IS GOD

-
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Readers respond with a variety of opinions
History honors
To the Editor
In today's issue of the Crier I noticed a
very brief mention of the initiation ceremonies held by Phi Alpha Theta last Friday.
I understand that everything a reporter
writes concerning an event may not

necessarily by published, but I fail to see
the point of merely announcing the mechanics of an event without also naming the
students honored. If space was a problem
this time, I urge you to publish the
students' names in the next issue. For the
record, I will list them in case the original
report is no longer available:
Vivian Brown; Darryll Olsen; Lee Ann
Brown; Paul R. Fridlund, Jr.; Larry Kelley;
Arthur K. Baumgartner: Mark A. Davidson; Karin M. · ·Anderson; William J.

Hayes; Agnes F. Thielen; Lorraine Tinsley;
William J. Kirby.
It is quite difficult for students to win
membership in Phi Alpha Theta and I
believe that other persons besides themselves should be made aware of their
accomplishments. I would greatly appreciate your making possible the appearance of
their names in the next issue of the Crier.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincer,ely,
Gordon H. Warren
International Councillor
and Faculty Advisor to Tau-Iota Chapter

Co-op river r·a ce
To the Editor:
The members of Kennedy Hall Co-op
· would like to announce the official race dat_e
of the Seventh Annual Kennedy Hall River
Raft and/or Floating Objects Race. The
race will begin at 1:30 pm on Saturday,
June 5 at the Thorp bridge.
_
The Kennedy Hall Raft-Race is the
original race which marks the beginning of
the raft and tube competition on the
Yakima River each year. This is open to all
who wish to enter--faculty, staff, students
and 'townspeople. Trophies will be awarded
individually for rafts, canoes, homemade
floating objects and tubes. For second and
third places, ribbons will be awarded.
Don Wise, an experienced river floater
and director of . the SUB, has given his
official word that the river will be just right
for floating with hot weather and no clouds
or wind.
-- -Members of Kennedy Hall Co-op will be
·presenting slide shows in dorms and in the
SUB during May. We also encourage you to
take advantage of the river seminars
offered by -Mike McLeod. Rules will be
.available at the SUB Info Booth starting
April 26. For further information call John
Presson, Gary Smith or Mike Oliver at
963-3017.
-

-

-

Come one! Come all! For the last blast of
the year. Get your tubes, rafts or whatever
and prepare to meet Saturday, June 5, for
the "great Raft Race."

Floatlingly yours,
John Presson
Mike Oliver
Gary Smith

Nuclear petition
To the Editor:
Petitions for Nuclear Safeguards Initiative No. 325 are now being circulated in the
Ellensburg area.
The initiative states that nuclear power
plants would be permitted if the state
legislature agrees that: waste handling and
storage can be safely managed; safety
systems work in _~dual .tests; additiona!
power is needed; and, plant operators must
be responsible for damages, as in other
industries.
I urge everyone to read the information
that is being published daily in our state's
newspapers and national magazines concerning nuclear power. Concerned citizens
of Ellensbu~g who would like our government 1.o consider safety factors in the
development of nuclear errergy in our state
are urged to sign and/or help circulate a
petition for the initiative. Every · name
counts if you are a registered voter.
Petitions distributed in early March
should be returned to Bill Irving at 709
East. Manitoba or Donna Nylander at 409
South Sampson this week. Additional
petitions can be · checked out at any time.
Persons who wish to help with petitions,
contributions, or who have questions are
asked to contact either of the above names
or Jay McGowan, Route 4, Box 335, Pott
Road (off Dollarway) as soon as possible.

Sincerely,
· Bill Irving

-

JACK PURCELL BY CONVERSE ...
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Rugged good looks combined with form-fitting
comfort make Jack Purcells ideal for the game
or just_ plain leisure wear.
Come in today and see all the styles for tennis,
bo~ting, jogging and casual wear. $

l S·• S
9

IS THE G.I. BILL LETTING YOU DOWN.~, OR NOT QUITE
ENOUGH?DO YOU WANT A PART-TIME JOIS? A WEEK-END A
MONTH·? -MAYBE EVEN SOMETHING EASY FOR GOOD MONEY
AT YOUR OLD RANK?!!
WANNA DRIVE A TRUCK? HAVE SOME FUN WITH SOME NEW
FRIENDS! GIVE US A CALL IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE
ANGLES!! MAYBE WE CAN WORK SOMETHING OUT!
IT WILL BE WORTH THE TIME! FOR MONEY!!! CALL COLLECT:
Area Code 509
754-3844

l 04 l st Trans Co.
(LT /MED Truck)
Box 1135

Ephrata, WA
APRIL 22, 1976
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Defensefundfounded
to aid lesbian mOthers
-

The Lesbian Mothers' Defense
Fund was started in Seattle in
June of 1974 by five women who
were concerned with the mistreatment in court of homosexual
wome~1with childre:i:
"Most of the cases we handle
arise out of · a divorce," said
Geraldine Cole, head of the Fund.
"When the husband wants custody
of the children, the only grounds .
he may have is his wife's lesbianism. We don't feel that a woman's
sexual preferences should be a
factor in determining her abilities
·as a mother."
According to Cole, who spoke in
the Sub Pit yesterday, the Defense Fund provides many services for lesbian women. It helps

find lawyers for women who need
them, provides counseling for lesbians in all of the problem·s they
may encounter, and continues
fund-raising activities to cover ·
legal costs the clients may entail.
·Fund-raising has exceeded $5,000
so far this year.
"We try to provide lesbian
mothers with any services they
need, any time they need them,"
Cole said.
The Lesbian Mothers'· National
Defense Fund maintains an office
in Seattle and welcomes any calls
from lesbian women who feel they
are being discriminated against or
who have probl~ms they wish to
discuss.
The number is (206)
282-5798.

INTERESTED IN
-CHEERLEADING?
·1 f so, contact Linda Busch
in the Preside_nt's Office
Barge 301

963-2111
ALL LOCKED UP-As part of her Master's degree , an art display called "Assemblage." The display was
requirements Laura Levesque, an art major, created in the SUB last Friday, as was Laura in her cage .

.

Ugly Bear Now featuring Deep ·fri.e d foods from our pressurized :deep fryer ·
Monday: ·all day & night pitchers are $1.25
Tuesday: fre·e popcorn w/purchase
.

.

.

DAILY SPECIAL
. Chicken or Prawns & Jo Jo's

Wednesday: free pool - 5 pool tables
.Thursday: pitcher of wine $1.75, glass 40~
.

pitcher of beer ·$1 .-25

Friday I Sat·urday:
Sunday:

_

$1.25 pitcher~ until 7-after
7 pm regular price ($1.50)

w/

schoon~r,coke

or 7-up

$2.00
Jo Jo's or Burrito & schooner,
cok~

or 7-up ·

.75

Served until 2 pm

Chicken & Jo Jo's or Prawns & Jo Jo's $1.75
w/purchase of pitcher or Jo Jo's & pitcher $2.00

KEGS, PONY KEGS &GALLONS TO GO
foosball
111West3rd

air hockey

&

Hours 12 'til 2 & 2 'til 12 Sunday
CUTOUT AND SAVE
..

SIX

CAMPUS CRIER
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Molly the Mule

Contessa Cat

Danby Dog ·

It's for the kids

The faces of 'Sacramento'
-

-

. Children's Theater is for the kids, but 'Sac ram en to Fifty
Miles' is for kids of all ages. Set in the California gold rush
days, the play finds a wide variety of swagger and
excitement for children. 'Sacramento' opened last night.
Performances are scheduled for Thursday through Sunday
night at 7:30 om, plus 1 pm matinee performances Saturday
and Sunday. _
·

Beauregard Rooster
APRIL22, 1976
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SAFTYE comes to Central
Pilot programs for -the statewide Stop Auto Fatalities Through
Youth Efforts (SAFTYE) organization are being established at
Central and Gonzaga University.
According to freshman · John
Radwonski, college representative
of Washington Safety, the establishment of these programs is
an experiment to ~ee if SAFTYE
interest can be generated at a
college level.
Radwonski said the SAFTYE
program was formed three years
ago through the National Youth
Program and the Department of
Transportation. He explained that
'•

its goal is to reduce the number of
traffic accidents ·involving people
in the 16-25 age group. Members
try to do this by exerting peer
group pressure on people to develop safe driving habits.

Radwonski explained that some
projects and activities have been
tentatively .. scheduled for that
week, but a definite schedule
cannot be made without college
approval.
Projects scheduled for Traffic
SAFTYE Week include a slide
presentation in the SUB Pit,
vehicle inspections and speedometer radar checks in the parking lot north of the SUB.

Radwonski said he hopes to get
students interested in joining
SAFTYE during Traffic SAFTYE
Awareness Week, April 26-30.
Gov. Dan Evans declared this
week as Traffic SAFTYE Week so
that members and students could
"focus attention upon the effort
they are making to reduce bOth
traffic collisions and fatalities."

In most schools, Radwonski
noted, the SAFTYE program has
been successful. "Students have
developed better driving habits.
Also, students' cars have become
safer.
In some schools, the
opposite has happened. A lot of it
really depends on the driver."

...................: ........................... :................... .
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one-of-a-kind wedding

gemstones

..• art-of-jewelry
.....·-......... .
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Ellensburg, Kamiakin, Moses
Lake, Kennewick, Inglemoor and
Coltimbia.
Central's Symphony Orchestra
will open the day-long observance
with a 9 am concert in Hertz
Recital ~all. Each of the high
school orchestras wilJ have a
25-minute concert p~riod and all
groups will join for a -4 pm
performance of Benjamin Britten's
The Simple Symphony.
Special trophy awards will be
presented to each high school
group taking part in the String
Day.

Garrison to read ow_n poetry
by JANE SNYDER

or ellensburg blue agate

At least six high school string
orchestras will be a·mong groups
taking part in the second
annual . String Day 6n__ Central's
campus Saturday, April 24.
Sponsored by the Department
of Music, the String Day program
includes performances by . each
prep orchestra and the merger of
all groups for a special presentation.
·
The high school string musicians
will be guests of Central Symphony Orchestra members at a
budget luncheon d'uring the day.
Among high schools expected to
have delegations on hand are

'

and graduation rings
made for you in precious stones

Orchestras to play
in String Day fete

Philip Garrison, assistant professor of English, will give a
poetry reading open to the public
in the L&L lounge at 7:30 pm
Monday. Garrison, the author of~
Woman and· Certain Women,-Lip. stick. and. Lime Tree Notes, returned last quarter from a two and
a half year teaching stint in
Central's Guadalajara program.
"I don't mind them," Garrison
says of poetry readings. "The ·
pleasure in it is proportional to the
amount of background in poetry
the crowd has." He cited San
Francisco and Portland as places

with good audiences. "You've got
crowds in places like that who are
knowledgeable of different sorts of
poetry but you don't have that in
some other places."
·
Garrison is currently working
on a book of poems that will

include a section in the Huichol
Indians and his experiences with
them.
Garrison, who teaches
creative writing and Black literature courses, has been at Central
for nine years. He has studied at
the University of Missouri.

From the look on the face of Father Hidalgo's statue
I can tell what his last thought must've been.
Later the Spainards cut off his head, and disnlaved it on a pike
.
above a grainery overlooking guanajuato:
he was thinking about freedom
when they shot him
and wondering if he'd feel it .
And then he was looking
down over the whole city.
At wind scraping through the alleys
and flower gardens lying on their backs
and birds on the statues:
this must be freedom".
lliit&lit
. This blank face among the pigeons.
ram
from
The Edge of Things
by Philip Garrison
1
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Figurettes Product when purchased
from ...

PJ's FIGURETTEs
::

..

....

corner of 3 ·rd & Sampson
962-2550

::
..
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PJ's Hair Designers ...
the !shop that ·has always given you top
hair and skin care announ~~s that
PJ's is now a Figurette Lingerie
. ·
representative. Please come in and see
our new. line of h~as-girdles-sleepwear- ,
sw1msu1ts.
Use your $1.!!.! gift c~rtificate on
anything in the Figurette line.
Good news for the hard-to-·fit
_ girl (large or small).
Ideal for any woman who wants to
look her best!

PJ's
EIGHT

CAMPUS CRiER
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Trovver to head bill vvith Kansas
emphatic yes.
After spending several .months trying to
At long last the on-going sa~a of maj~r locate an acceptable act within the ASC's
act booking has come-to.an end and Central price range, Albatross Productions in
students will have a major concert this Seattle was contacted and negotiations
spring. Robin Trower, said to. b~ anot~er began on Trower.
Trower is . travelling with the largest
Jimi Hendrix, will be appearmg with
Kansas in Nicholson on May 12 at 8:30 pm. sound and light system built for concert
Trower, who is presently beginning a US travel. All together it weighs 16 tons and
tour, was contacted in England concerning takes nine hours to set up. Four tons of
the date at Central and responded with an lighting equipment will be hung from the

Pavilion's ceiling.
The biggest problem is the electrical
power needed to run the sound and light
system.
Nicholson can handle only half of the
required power.
Also, architects at_ the Physical Plant
Office were consulted about the suspension
of lighting from the ceiling.
In terms of the electrical . system, a
generator is being tu~ke~ in to supply the

by BOB WHEATLEY
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needed power. The Physical Plant okayed
the · lighting and the BOC approved the
expenditure.
Rock 'n roll is what the majority of
students are looking for and Wenesday May
12 should be the day to get it.
Tickets will be on sale in Wenatchee and
Yakima at $5.50 in advance and $6.50 at the
door for general admission.
The ASC is spending $1,000 to bring the
shovy to Centr~l.
·
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Music Menu

Stone Alone
no rocker

Dean still talks about 'Gate

on's decisions and orders that the
scandal was brought into the Oval
·
John Dean, indicted and convict- ·Office.
Bill Wyman
John Dean, although maintained for obstructing justice in the
Stone Alone
ing a low profile, was admittedly
Watergate cover-up trial, will be
by ROB MATES
:Rolling Stone Records
.a~pearing at Central on May ?· . involved with overseeing political
coc 79102-698
· intelligence for Nixon's AdminisDean was formerly a counsel to
tration~
President Nixon. His involvement
One would think that the bass player for the world's greatest
In becoming the "fall-guy" for
in Watergate began during Nixrock-n-roll band would produce one helluva rocker for a solo album.
the
White House he, in turn,
. on's re-election campagin in 1971.
However this is not the case; Stone Alone is anything but a rocker.
decided to tell the truth.
That's all right--because it proves that Bill Wyman is his own man. The
At that time Dean was responsDespite counter-attacks by the
album shows almost no Mick Jagger influence.
ible for containing the investigaWhite House, his credibility surThis album is actually easy liste.ning; a happy theme exixts
tion cond~cted by t~e FBI.
vived and Nixon eventually rethroughout. A.s compared to his first solo effort Monkey Grip.Stone
More than any other testimony · signed_.
Alone is much superior.
Since the Watergate trial Dean
given in the hearings of the Er:vin
-· Stone Alone features excellent session men giving the album tne
has served his sentence and is
Committee, Dean's has been ladepth necessary for commercial success. The aH:mm hosts such big name
presently on the lecture circuit.
beled the most damaging to Nixartists as Ruth and Bonnie Pointer, Van Morrison, Joe Walsh, Joe Vitale,
The American Program Bureau
on's presidency.
Dr. John, Nicky Hopkins, Al Kooper, Jim Keltner and Ronnie Wood.
in Boston has booked Dean on
After realizing the extent to
With an impressive line-up like that, Bill hardly could have gone wrong.
Wednesday, May 5 at 8 pm in
which the Watergate scandal was
The strongest point on the album is the confidence that Wyman packs
Nicholson. ·
undermining both the office of the
behind his songs. His past vocals always have been slightly monotonous.
presidency and its ability to
Dean will talk about his view of
However Stone Alone features a more robust, versatile Wyman. He's no
function, Dean decided to confess.
life in the Nixon White House and
Jagger but his vocals fit the music perfectly.
It was through his methodical
his own involvement in the coverNo MQre Foolin captures a "Satchmo" Wyman; he does a real good job
up.
account of events concerning Nixof sounding like the late Louis Armstrong.
The album is very versatile as a whole. The improvisations move from
funk [Every Sixty Seconds] to a good rock [Wine and Wimmen]. I don't
think you'll hear Mick singing any in concert, but that's all right. Bill
Wyman won't care. He has surely proved himself an all around musician ..
by BOB WHEATLEY

LedZepplin
Presence
Swan Song SS8416 0698

~·

Led Zepplin's long awaited LP is everything it was cracked up to be. r
The album is incredibly heavy. Jimmy Page outdoes himself.
Page's guitar playing is reminiscent of his earlier years of fruitfulness.
I haven't heard guitar licks this good since Led Zepplin II. Robert Plant's
harmonica playing is also featured. This addition hasn't re~ppeare? fo~
at least four years. Plant's voice sounds as strong as ever--if anythmg it .
is slightly deeper than usual. The only unusual characteristic is that John
Bonham isn't as out-front as he typically is.
The album was mixed by Keith Harwood (he does all the Stones'
albums) and this could be the reason for the LP's high degree of
excellence.
Nobody's Fault But My Own has excellent rhythm guitar a.nd lead
guital_" exchanges by Page, thanks to the wonders of electromcs. The
same song showcases an exceptionally pleasing harmonica solo by Plant.
He and Page work systematically together to produce a cohesive, heavy
metal production of pure smoke.
. .
A nine minute blues number, Tea For One, is typical of English blues.
Plant's slow, sad vocals are enhanced by energetic, explosive gujtar
flashes by Page. Page knocks himself out on this one. ·
. Achilles' Last Stand is the longest, as well as the heaviest, cut on the
album. Lovers of Stairway to Heaven won't appreciate the musical
scores evolving around this cut. It borders on insanity.
Advocates of heavy metal will surely be ecstatic over this albu~ to say
the least. Presence proves that veteran Jim~y Page has not yet lost his
vitality as _a sizzling guitar player. Led Zepplin w.ill be around for a long
time. After all, they're a legend in their own time.
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Animals escapade
drama troupe's topic

pm April 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 in
A rollicking story of California
McConnell Auditorium. Additional
gold rush days with talking and
matinee performances are schesinging animals galore i~ the basis
duled for 1 pm on April 24 and 25.
for Central's Theater Go-Round
The production will be moved to
children's production which will be ·
Yakima for an April 26-28 run as
staged in Ellensburg and Yakima
the start of a state-wide tour.
late this month.
Sacramento Fifty Miles tells the
The seven-member cast of the
story of two gold prospectors who
children's theater group then will
plan to steal' a bag of nuggets and
present the play, Sacramento
abandon their faithful dog, Darby,
Fifty Miles, in inore than a dozen
and their reliable mule, Molly, in a
communities throughout the state
during a tour extending into June. ·deep ravine. The animals overhear
the plot, escape and set their
The Theater Go-Round.troupe of course for Sacramento, joined
student actors from the Drama
enroute by a fiery Spanish cat and
Department has been taking childa dandified Southern rooster.
ren's theater productions to young
The student cast is composed of
people throughout the state since
Peter Lehrman, a freshman from
1972. They perform classic and
Ramsey, N.J.; Clayton Doherty,
imaginative children's plays fre- · Great Falls, Mont., junior; Charles
quently with the aid of puppets in Burke, Spokane junior; Cheryl
schools, community centers, Petosa, Freeland senior; Amy
theaters or wherever an im- Evans, Seattle sophomore; Kyle
provised stage can be found and an Cable, Tacoma senior; and,
audience gathered.
Kandyce Barker, Bellevue sophoPerformances are set for 7:30 more . .
CAMPUS CRIER

He was a graduate of Georgetown University Law School in
1965, a minority counsel for the
House Judiciary Committee in
1967, and an associate deputy
attorney general from 1969. to
1970.

Students
present

·f r.e e concert
this Sunday
The fifth annual Coµcerto-Aria
Concert, which spotlights individual music students in solo
roles, will be present at 2 pm
Sunday, April 25, in Hertz Recital
Hall on campus.
The complimentary public performance is designed to give
leading music stuclents an opportunity to present a portion of a
major musical work with a fullscale
symphony
orchestra
accompaniment.
The- symphony will be under the
direction of Prof. Clifford Cunha,
who initiated the annual concert in
1971.
Principal performers in this
year's concert will be: Stephen
Talbot of Yakim, Violin Concerto
No. 2 in D Minor, Mary Klein,
Bremerton, Cello Concerto, in A
Minor; Andrea Carton, Kirkland,
Violin Concerto No. 2 in D Minor;
Sylvia Brummett, Ellensburg, and
Cynthia Makris, Oroville, Concerto in E Flat Major for Two
Horns; Robert PaneriO Jr., Ellensburg, Concerto No. 2 for D
Trumpet; Jeanne George, Tacoma,
Violin Concerto in G Minor;
Robert Tornfelt, Redmond, Cello
Concerto · in 8 Fiat Major; and,
Robin Kullama, Renton, soprano,
The Mad Scene from 'Lucia di
Lammermoor .'
NINE

Slaughter in running for permanent chief post
Acting campus police chief Joe
Slaughter likes " his job and he
wants it full time.
Robert Miller, Dean of Student

Development,
appointed
Slaughter, 26, _to replace A.I
Pickles, whom Miller fired last
quarter. Miller says that he fired

leaming pillar of constancy in a changing ¢:;;;;;:;;::~s.......4
\vorlJ, the design of
-.,._.....,=.....
the schooner is lost
hack in the Jim past of ScanJina\·ian glass craftsmanship.
Until 1895, it remained nameless, when Australian sailors
adopted it as the regulation
beer quantity for young seamen .
(A 3/4 pint mug was too much;
a 1/2 pint glass too little.) So the
wasp-waist, bottom-heavy tavglass was christened with the
name of a ship midway between
a cutter and a frigate.
.
The schooner hasn't changed
a lot. And neither has Olympia
Beer. It's still made with premium
ingredients and a heritage of
brewing experience that never
changes. A great beer doesn't
change. Olympia never will.

G

Pickles partly because of memos
Pickles issued last February. In
the memos Pickles said that "since
we are over our budget in overtime" no -police employee~ would
work overtime except for felony
arrests and felony court appearances, and if the only scheduled
officer were to report sick the
switchboard should refer police
calls to the city police. He also
said: "Warnings will be issued
where legally possible to avoid

@[k\?IMJ[J)~
Beer dot..-sn't get any better.

court overtime." Ellensburg Police
Chief Larry Loveless said that the
city is incapable of assuming
responsibility for full-time campus
enforcement. Miller rescinded
Pickles' memoranda. Pickles has
filed an appeal with the Higher
Education Personnel Board.
Miller said he appointed ,
Slaughter "because I thought he
could do the job." Both Slaughter
and Miller say that they had made
no arrangement prior to Pickles'
dismissal. "I think everybody in
the department was surprised by
what happened," Slaughter said.
"When you appoint an acting
chief you don't go through a
selection process," Miller said of
his appointment of Slaughter.
Miller says that a permanent chief
probably won't be appointed until
June because "we have to go
through Affirmative ·Action."
Miller says that he thinks that
Slaughter would make a good
permanent chief but "there are
others who have the same

Federal funds for aid
to increase next year;
7 ,000 students apply

9

OPEN7:00 925-9511
PLAYS Thru tUE. -'
Nightly At 7:00 And 9:30 & 10: 10 -Sunday 5·:00 & 8:10

LIBERTY Th __
t r_e_,
·--------e_a

A better than $40,000 increase
in federal monies for several
student aid programs at Central
will be obtained in the 1Q76-77
academic year. The federal funding is _expected to total more than
$923,000, Financial Aids Director
. John Liboky reported.
Liboky said that the $923,000 is

OPEN 6:45 925-4598
ENDS TUESDA-Y
One Showing Only Starts At 7:00

CHARLES BRONSON
JAMES COBURN

$£~~,:~:k I IM•; lrlND I1ro
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Plus This Great 2nd Feature

"THE FORTU.N E is farce of a rare order."
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Bec'lft,'
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qualities."
"I think it's the aspiration of
most young police officers to be a
chief," Slaughter said. "I enjoy
working on the campus." He says
students and cooperation from the
campus community are the reasons he prefers this job to his last
with the Wapato police force.
Slaughter says that he doesn't
have any plans for change if he
does get the permanent spot.
"Change comes with time and
need," Slaughter said. "As the
needs of this community change
we'll change with them no matter
..yho is chief."
Slaughter, a Law and Justice
major, is taking 12 credit hours
this quarter. Most of the members
of the force are .working toward a
degree. Slaughter says that
working and going to school at the
same time "cuts into your private
social life but I think anybody who
has a goal he wants to reach us
willing to put a little extra work
into achieving it."

VINCENT CANBY-New Yori< Times

~i«hol•on
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approximately $40,000 more in
such funding than during the
current year an.d represents only
about one-fourth of the total
monies available to the school for
student aid.
Approximately 3,200 to 3,500
students will be receiving financial
aid through one or more of the
various programs administered by
· the Financial Aids Office next
year.
Liboky said that his office
already has received about 7 ,000
requests for such aid.
He noted that although the
governmental and privat~ funding
for student aid has increased
dramatically during the past six
years, the . number of students
seeking aid also has increased
because of national inflationary
trends and education cost hikes.
The Financial Aids Office
handled directly .or indirectly just
under $2 million in six different
federal, state and local programs
in the 1969-70 school year as
compared to the expected
$4,310,918 in 14 programs for next
year.
The specific programs covered
by the $923,000 in federal funding
include National Direct Student
Loan, College Work-Study Program, Initial Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant and ren~~31l ~EQ ~a_~!s_:_

Thousands of Topics

At 7:30
Only

WAY SHE WAS

Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.

ANIS

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., II 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

J

A FILM

~

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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. Rent charged by. college .a facto~

Ellensburg Day Care Center operating in red
by UA VID WASSER
News Editor
As with everything else these
days, money is the primary problem for the Ellensburg Day Care
Center. ,EDCC manages to run up
a $1,200 deficit each year.
The EDCC, located in the multipurpose room ·at Brooklane Vil- ·
lage, is a private non-profit
agency.
Although run by town residents,
nearly 50 per cent of the children
attending the center are children
of students at Central. Also many
members of the board of directors
of the EDCC are college students.
When the center was re-established in 1974· at Brooklane, the
town-based group made an agreement with college officials to pay
$400 a month rent for the facility.'
At that time they were receiving
funds from the city and county to
help run the center. .
The center is still charging 1974
rates, with 1976 inflation and
without 1974 fundings.
While work-study programs and
federal programs supply teachers ·
for the center, it still operates in
the red.

~Colloquium featured

....,.

"The Nature of Social Technology" will. be .the topic of an
- April 27 philosophy colloquium at
,. __Central.

will present the colloquiµm paper .
which will focus on "the
technology that arises out of man's
use of man."

One of a series of Philosophy
""" Department-sponsored colloquia,
~ the public present~tion will be at 8
_,,.pm in the L & L Lounge.
·

In his examination of various
social issues, Hood will raise
questions about how and what
social technology does to our ways
of thinking about ourselves and
about the world.

Dr.. Webster Hood of the
Philosophy Department faculty

The center receives food from a
childcare food program sponsored
°l?Y the USDA~ but according to
Peggy Campbell, EDCC director,
the program requires a tremendous amou·n t of accounting ·work.
Without the funds it was getting
in 197 4, and unless the college
- lowers the rent, EDCC will continue to operate in the red.
.
And Wendell Hill of Auxiliary

Services says he doesn't foresee
any changes regarding rent in the
future.
When asked · if there was a
chance the EDCC would be evicted
for not paying the rent, he said,
"Of course if a person doesn't pay
their rent there's always that
possibility." But Hill said the
chances for such action were slim .

Gemini Shirt & Giff Shop
Nevv a rriva I! !
Incense and Hash Oil Pipes
also
PAP_
ERS, BONGS, CLIPS,
CUSTOM T-SHIRT LETTERING
'HIGH TIMES'

925-3005

GEMINI IN THE PLAZA

c/;r;>
~

FORJ:IGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR

•

·'

~f.
.

/

603 North Main

925-5539

I
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DR.· T. G-. HEATON

.,

TAKES PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING
HIS ASSOC/A TION WITH

•

DR. WM R. MEYER
IN THE PRACTICE OF

..

•

.

OPTOMETRY
925-1000

1.04 W~ 5th .Ave.
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Ellensburg Office
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ON-CAMPUS EMPLOYER INTERVIEWS
April 29 · Central's Third Annual Job
Fair · (Business/Industry & Government
Employers.) To be held in the SUB.
Interviews for teaching positiQ.ns (Sign
up sheets are posted one week before the
interviews) in the Placement Office.
May 4 - Olympia School District
May 6-7 - Portland School District
May 7 - Coupeville School District

0

ATTENTION: FALL QUARTER 1976
STUDENT TEACHERS:
Students requesting a student teaching
placement during fall quarter 1976 should
come to Black 217 to up-date their
applications by April 23, 1976. Students are
reminded that it is your responsibility to
notify (either in person, by phone or by
letter) the Office of Clinical Studies (Black
217, 963-3426) if you should change your

plans and want to withdraw your application for student teaching or reapply for
another quarter.

more information call Jack at 963-3007 or
Lauri at 963-3588.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
This weekend, April 23-25, a conference
on self image entitled "Exploring the Other
Side of the Mirror" is being sponsored by
I~ter-Varsity Christain Fellowship.
For

Alpha ~hi Omega will hold an open
meeting in the SUB at 7:30 pm on April 26.
CHESS CLUB MEETING
The Chess Club will meet this coming
Tuesday at 7 pm in room 206 of the SUB.
Anyone interested is welcome to attend.
FINANCIAL AIDS

A.dramatic change
is at hand:

1976-77 BEOG APPLICATIONS
Applications for the 1976-77 Basic Educational Opportunity Grant are still available
in the Office of Financial Aid. Federal
regulations a~e now changed and all

undergraduates are eligible to apply. All
undergraduate students applying for other
types of financial aid are required to submit
a BEOG application.

SCHOLARSHIP ASSEMBLY
The Annual Scholarship and Award
Assembly sponso!'ed, by . the Office of ,,
Financial Aid will be on May 18 in Grupe
Conference Center between 4 and 5. Any
organization or department offering schol- .
arships or awards to students for 1976-77
school year wishing to participate in the
Awards Assembly are encouraged to contact the Office of Financial Aid, Barge 209,
or call 96,3-1611,before May 3.
EXIT INTERVIEW INFORMATION
If this is your last quarter at Central and
you have received a National Direct
Student Loan, you must make an appointment for an exit interview. Call Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or come to the
second floor of Mitchell Hall. The office is
located just behind the Cashier's cage, near
the accounting section.

FINANCIAL AID APPLICATONS
FOR 1976-77

hours noon-6pm
closed sunday - monda

962-9166

Students planning to apply for financial
aid for the 1976-77 school year are asked to
pick up their application forms in the Office
of Financial Aid, Barge 209. Although ·
the deadline dates have passed, the Office
of Financial Aid will continue accepting
applications and awards of aid will be made
as funds allow.

..................................................................... .
\

~

Applications Now Being
Accepted For

EDITOR
CAMPUS CRIER

ArtCarved introduces
the first fashion collection
of womens college rings.
The world's leading manufacturer of diamond and wedding rings
knows when it's time for a brand-new look in college rings.
You can see the new ArtCarved fashion collection on Ring Day.
Every ring in it is designed for the woman who
appreciates beautiful jewelry and the tradition of a college ring.
If that means you, don't miss the new ArtCarved rings.
You'll like their style.

Two Positions
Sum:rner Quarter Editor
,
Fall & Winter Quarter
Editor ·
Send letter and Resume to :
Campus Crier
Gayl Curtiss

. 963-1026

......................................................... .. ' ........ ..
~

.

if you want

Gene Oster of John Roberts/ ArtCarved will be on campus
to personally present to you all of the
latest fashion and traditional college ring designs by ArtCarved
for two days only, April 27 & 28, at the College Store in the SUB.

MORE
SMOKE
and
Less

Brought to you by the

That's when the ArtCarved representative will
be here to help you select your custom-made
college ring. It's also the day you can charge your
ArtCa~ved ring on Master Charge or BankAmericard.
Any day's the day to save on a gold ArtCarved ring : $10 if you pay in full, $5 if
you pay a standard deposit.

~ AV

RING DMl

College rings by

llRTQIRVED

World-famous for diamond and wedding rings
TWELVE
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'Cats' outrun Vikings;
post 111-5 1victory
by NATE WORSWICK
The shoe was on the other foot
as the men's track team stomped
Western in a dual meet. After
losing to Eastern 100-63, the
Wildcats turned it around by
trouncing the Vikings 111-51.
As usual, the · Bellingham
weather would not clear for the
event. Rain and cold, combined
with a slick track, hampered
athletes in the short running and
jumping events.
Central field event men (fittingly enough) had a field day. Mike
Daniels was a double winner for
the mile and two mile with _ the second day in a row; his 50'10"
respective times of 5:35.1 and
shot put and 156'2" discus throw
12: 05.3. Sally McKenzie placed
were both good for victories.
first in the 440-yard dash and
Henry Midles and Bill Lampe
Nancy Ehle first place and Nancy
also won for the second week in a
row. Midles tossed 147' to cop the
Halverson third. in the 880-yard
run with times of 2:29.6 and 2:40.8,
hammer throw and Lampe made
his· last jump count to win the
respectively.
Kathleen Kilpatrick led a 1-3 triple jump with a 44"3" leap.
finish in the 100-meter hurdles
High jumper Ken .Gibson and
with Makin placing second and
javelin · thrower Mike Hamilton
led sweeps ; of their events with
Lori Piplin third with respective
times of 15.3, 17.6 and 17.7. Pam efforts of 6'2" and 202'1'', respectively. Jeff Hocker (long jump),
Riggs led a 1-3 finish in the
100-yard dash with Jan Miller
and Clay Sagen (pole vault) both
added victories in their specialties
placing second and Kiehn third
to complete a Central sweep of the
with times of 11.2, 11.9 and 12.0,
respectively.
field event blue ribbons.
Jim Hennessy led the runners
Riggs also led a 1-3 finish in the
220-yard dash with Jordan placing
with two distance victories. First,
second and Miller third with
he outdistanced teammate Mike
Anderberg for a 4:13.4 in the mile
respective times of 25.3, 27.2 and
27.4. Watchie placed first in the
run. Later he teamed with Bruce
440 low hurdles with a 1:11.0 time
Manclark to trounce last year's
and Pipkin placed second with a
conference champ Steve Menard
in his specialty _~y__eaj;_t _il!_e three
time of 1: 19.5.
The first 440-yard relay team of mile. Hennessy completed the 12
Kiehn, Schneider, Jordan and lap circuit in 14:06.7, followed by
Riggs placed first with a time of Manclark in 14:15.
50.5 while the second team of
In the hurdle events, Reed
Miller, Julie Davis, McKenzie and
Cautle won the 440IH in 55.9.
Sue Nevins placed third with a
Also, he established a personal
52.0 time and the number one
best time in the 120HH as he
mile-relay team of Jordan, Nevins,
blitzed a 15.2 clocking to finish
McKenzie and Ehle placed first
second to Nate Worswick's 14.9.
with a time of 4: 12.8 and the
Jim Noren passed up his specialty, the 440 dash, in favor of the 220
second team of Kiehn, McKenzie,
Davis and Watchie placed third
with a 4:19.4 time, which qualified
and 100-yard races. After being
nosed out by Western's Rod Bring
them for regionals.
in the century, he got revenge in
"It was a very cold and rainy
the 220 as he beat Bring to the
track meet," said Jan Boyungs,
head coach. "Amelia Redhorn did
tape in 22 ·6·
really well as she cut seconds off
Iron man Mike Wold grabbed
her two mile and mile times."
his first college victory when he
"She is shooting to qualify for
nipped teammate Bill Artissono in
the steeplechase. Wold's time was
regionals in the mile. Kathleen
9: 41.6; Artissono finished in
Kilpatrick had a 15.3 time in the
100 meter hurdles which was her
9:42.8.
best time," Boyungs added.
All in all it was a day of team
The team will be competing ~t
and personal victory for the Wildthe SPC Invitational on Saturday.
cats. Central notched 15 victories
"We hope to qualify more people
while allowing the home-towners
only three. Saturday could be
for regionals," Boyungs said. "All
the girls are shooting for time and
much the same. Faced with an
·exceedingly small budget, the- men
distance."

Women spike Western
jump of 15'4" . . Mary Petree placed first in the
Central's women's track team discus with a throw of 122'9 3/4"
defeated Wesfern 90-37 in Belling- and Bobby Catron pl~~!!_fh'fil_ IB_
the shot_-put. w!th a 34'~" throw.
ham last Saturday.
The 'Cats1 results in the meet Gail Schneider placed second and
, were Melanie Kiehn first place in Joanne Jordan third in the high
the long jump with a jump of 17'2" jump with identical jumps of 4'8',.
to lead a 1-3 finish with Leanne and Cary Burrell placed third in
Makin second with a 15'11" jump . the javelin with a throw of 103'10".
Amelia Redhorn placed first in
and Nancy Watchie third . with a

by VICKIE SIMPSON

ANALYSIS:.

'Cats' looking good
The men's track and baseball
teams are doing well so far in their
respective Evergreen Conference
battles.
In the Northern Division of the .
Evergreen Conference, the 'Cats
baseball teain has a slight hold on
first place with four wins and two
losses. Central's overall record is
nine wins, seven losses and one tie.
Following Central is Eastern
with three wins and three losses.
Western is in third place with
two wins and four losses. ·
In overall pitching, Central
leads with a team earned run
avera~ of 3.34.
So far, the 'Cats only have one
hitter that has belted his way into
the league's top ten sluggers, Rick
Mitchell. Rick is currently in sixth
place with 13 hits in 36 times at
bat. Mitchell has collected 10 runs
batted in and is currently hitting
.361.
In the pitching results, Wildcat
• hurler Todd Wyckoff holds down
the third best earned run average,
only giving up 1._89_runs per game.
Wyckoff has a perfect record so far
at three wins and no losses.
On the track scene, Central

looks rath~r tough in the distance
events.
Central's All-American Jim
Hennessy has the best two-mile
time in the EvCo Conference with
a time of 9: 12.6.
In the three-mile run, Bruce
Manclark streaked out to a time of
14:17.0, closely followed by Hennessy's time of 14:18.0.
In the 440-yard dash, Central's
Dan Hartmen has earned the
Conference's third best time at
50.0
Wildcat track men have also
been impressive in the weight
events. In the shotput, Mike
Daniels is currently third in league
competition with a put of 50'6".
In the discus, Daniels is way out
in front, spinning the discus 161'3".
He is followed by Central's own
Mitch Ringe with a throw of
158'8".
Cenfral's lone conference relay
success comes in the 440 relay. In
that event Central leads the
Conference with a time of 43.2
Both track and baseball seasons
are in their early stages.

ANDY KISSLING
APRIL 22, 1976
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have been forced to host an
all-comers meet to conserve
money. The meet will feature
Centr.al alumni and all-comers
versus the varsity track squad.
Also, events will be held for older
age groups. For details contact
coach Spik~ Arlt.
Next dual meet competition for
the Wildcats will be May 1, when
the team travels to Monmouth,
Ore., to tangle with Oregon ·
College of Education.

OVER THE TOP--Pole vaulter
Clay Sagen made this jump last
week against EWSC.
THIRTEEN

ats put Huskie.s in doghouse
by DOUG HEIMBIGNER

Aided by a grad slam home run
by Randy Loren, the Central
Wildcat baseball team rallied· in
the final inning against the UW
Huskies to take the contest 11-9.

Last Wednesday's victory brought
the Wildcat's record to 10-6 for
the season.
· Central took an early lead as
they scored a run in the top half of
the first inning. But the Huskies
came right back and knocked in a

pair of runs to gain the lead, which
they held until the final inning. In
the fourth frame UW racked up six
runs to increase their lead to 8-1.
Neither team was able to score
in the fifth inning, but the · sixth
featured Central's offensive ex-

plosion.
The Wildcats had their backs to
the wall as the first batters were
put down in order. With two out,
Greg McDonald doubled to ignite
the rally. The next two players
walked to load the bases and for
Randy Loren the stage was set.
Loren pulled the home-run ball
down the left field line for a grand
slam, which brought the Wildcats
back to within three.
A pair of walks were issued by
the Huskies pitcher before Jim
Busey rapped a double that
knocked in two runs, cutting the
Huskies' margin to a lone run.
Another two walks loaded the
bases again and moments later
Busey scored on a pitch that
slipped past the catcher, to even
up the score at eight apiece.
Huskies' pitcher gave up three
more walks which accounted for
the additional Central scores,
bringing the Wildcat's lead to 11-8.
The Huskies came up with a lone
run in the bottom of the sixth but
it wasn't enough, as the Wildcats'
lead held for a 11-9 victory.
Central was assisted by . the
Huskies' pitchers as they handed
out a total of nine walks. The
Wildcat hitters only connected on
three hits, but those, along with
the walks, produced the ten runs
that downed UW.

With 14 blasts, the Huskies
out-hit the Wildcats who were only
a~le to knock out seven base raps.
Bob Marcum accounted -for th-ree
of the Huskies hits, including a _
homer in the fourth inning. The
home run shot brought in 3 runs
for UW.
The contest was eventually
called on the account of rain at the
end of the sixth inning. Throughout the game, a steady drizzle fell
·on the UW diamond.
While the varsity was winning
in Seattle, . the Jay Vee squad
dropped a pair at home against
Yakima Valley College. YVC got
past the Wildcats in the first game
of the twin bill by a score of 7-4. In
the second contest, Yakima Valley
blasted the young 'Cats 10-0.
This past Tuesday the Wildcats
v:i.rsity -faced Whitworth at home
on Tomlinson Field and split a
doubleheader. Central took the
first contest by a slim . 1-0 score.
Whitworth came · back in the ·
second half of the doubleheader
with a 5-1 victory.
The split of the doubleheader.
gives the Wildcats a 11-6 season
record. This weekend the 'Cats
will face East~rn in a single game
. on Friday and in a doubleheader
on Saturday, all three being league
contests~

Runners·Jisted nationally .

WHAT STYLE--Shortstop Tim Sund'.s stlye may not
be in the training book, but his throw was good and

-~
SALE

sent a Western opponent to the dugout last week.
The 'Cats' went on to beat the Vikings.

Re Cycle
THE .OLDEST BIKE SHOP IN TOWN
We're cel~brating our 5th birthday

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

April 22.-2'+
Sale prices on :

TIRES
30 27 x 1 1/4 MICHELIN 50;' 5. 00 3. 50
Child Carriers
50 27 x 11/4 Gum Walls
3. 00 1. 95·
WATERBOTTLES
50 27 x 1 1/4 Black Walls
3. 00 l. 75
Mini Rucksack
50 26 x 1 3/8 Black Walls
3 , 5 0 1. 9 5
MOTO CROSS Grips
20 24. x 1. 75 Black Walls
3 • 5 0 1. 9 5
NI SH I KI Alloy Carriers
20 20 x 1.75 .SAFETYBRIGHT 5. 00 2. 50
Simplex Rear Derailleur
50 20 x 2.125 MX Knobby
· 4 • 9 5 2 • 8 5 Simplex Front Derailleur
TUBES
. MASTER Coil Cables, 6 ft.
· 200 27 x 1 1/4 ·
1. 75
. 95
Brake Cables
100 26x· 1 3/8
' 1. 75
. 95
SAFETY Leg Lights
l. 75
• 95
Horns, Triple Tone
100 26 x 1.75
100 20 x .1.75
1. 75
• 95
50 20 x 2. 125
1. 7 5
~ 95
Sale prices on these bicycles:SUPERIA, GITANE, RALEIGH, CARABELLA.
11

OPEN Tuesday thru Saturday 9-6 (except lunch 1-2p.m.)
Ellensburg Washington

Springtime
-Special -

962-9442

REG SALE

307- North Main Street

Three Central tracksters are office in Kansas City, Mo. Junior
listed among NAIA national Bruce· Manclark is ranked 11th in
leaders iri the latest statistical . the three mile run at 14:17 and is
report from ·the ~AIA national also listed ninth in the 26 mile-385
yard marathon in 2 hours, 33
the. ellensburg warehouse." minutes, 15 seconds. Junior Jim
Hennessy is ranked 13th in the
402 sou'h
main
three mile run at 14:18.0. The
other 'Cat listed is discus thrower
junior Mike Daniels who is 10th
with a 163-3 effort.
·
However, both Manclark and
Hennessy have improved their
times. Unoffically (at press time)
l 00% Cotton Crinkle Manclark bettered his time to
14: 15 and Hennessy cut 12 seconds
Pants
off of his time for the three mile
$13.95
run:

98926

925-3326

T

he right way to pour
hecr never changes.
Since the dawn of organized brewing back in 800
A.O., brewmasters have urged discriminating drinkers to pour straight
into the head, and not into a tilted
receptacle.
Although blatantly defiant of
sacred collegiate tradition, the <?.riginal method has the meritorious
advantage of producing a seal between
the head and the drink itself, trapping
the carbonation below. The.beer
doesn't go flat. The method
remains true.
When it comes to pouring beer, the
brewmasters were right from the beginning. When it came to making beer, so
was Oly. Skill and ingenuity just can't be
improved upon. Some things never
change. Olympia n_ever will.
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Beer doesn't get any better.
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Tennis team 5-0
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OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
Free Samples
If you want to get to know any
of your professors better, or
would just like to be involved
with students and staff in a
sharing experience, then sign up
for one of the Free Samples
being offered by Outdoor Programs in May, Samples offered are: birdwatching on May 1 with Dr.
Shook; an evening of French
cooking and relaxation May 2
with Ilda Easterling; campfire
cooking and musical harmony
May 15'with Howard and Ruane
Scott; canoeing the Winchester
Wastewater May 22 with Jim
and Donna Nylander.
There will be fees charged to
cover costs such as transportation and equipment. Sign up in
the Tent 'n Tube Rental Shop in
the SUB, Monday through Friday, noon-5 pm.
Yakima River Clean Up
The River Clean Up this year
is scheduled for May 8. Transportation will ,be offered and persons
wishing to participate should
meet in the Hertz Parking Lot by
9 am. Be sure and help cfo your
part for ecology .and get involved
in the beauty and experiences
that the Yakima River offers to
people of the Ellensburg and
Central communities.
TENT 'N TUBE RENTAL SHOP
The Tent 'n Tube is offerfog
one-half off on the weekend rate
for packs this weekend, April
24-25. So if you are planning a
hike, be sure and get in on this
savings. The Rental Shop will
also be offering one-half off on
weekend tent rental rate for
April 30-May 1. Plan a trip and
rent a tent in the Tent 'n Tube
cheap!! ·
The Dabbler Craft Shop
Be sure and drop in the
"Dabbler" and dabble around in
arts and crafts in your spare

.

time. The Dabbler offers some
materials and professional assistance, so take advantage of the
shop. It is located in the southwest corner of the SUB in the
ASC- office:

INTRAMURALS
Fencing Tournament
The Central Open Intramural
Fencing Tournament for men
and women will be May 4 and 6
(Tuesday-Thursday) from 7 to 9
pm. Warm-up is at 6:30 pm.
Entry requirements: 1. previous
experience necessary; 2. own
equipment if possible; 3. equipment furnished if necessary, but
broken blades must be replaced;
4. register at Intramural Office in
Nicholson 108 from 2-5 pm,
Monday through Friday; 5. registration deadline is April 27; 6.
$1 entry fee, payable at registration.
First, second and third place
prizes will be offered. For further information, contact Dr. ·
Putnam or Beth Toteff, 963-1911.
Attention All Tennis Players
The Intramural Tennis Tournament is now being formed. Play
will be in the evenings from 5-7,
Monday-Thursday. There will be
men's singles, women's singles ·
and co-ed doubles teams. It will
be a double-elimination tourney
and will begin on May 10, so sign
up now in Nicholson 108, or
phone 963-1751.

105 E. 4th [Next to Pioneer
Hobbies] ·
New shipment of Primo hand·made incense from India. The
nose knows, stop in and try
some. Also, big deal on Shaklee
Products all 15% off list price.
Open 12-6 Tues-Sat.

925-2394

The fish creel
features

fresh fish & seafoods
shipped fr.om
Pacific Waters
to Ellensburg
open
noon to 6
Six days a week

'Cats' pluck screaming Eagle~
Central's women's tennis team
brought their win-loss record to
5-0 after defeating Eastern 7-2 last
Saturday. .
Karie Hamilton, first singles,
defeated Karen Dahl, 6-4, 7-5;
Mary Andreotti, second singles,
defeated Kim Clark, 6-2, 6-3;
Rhonda Panattoni, third singles,
beat Elaine Dickson, 6-3, 6-2;
Jamie Hamilton, fourth singles,
lost to Marlaine Dickson 2-6, 2-6;
Lynn Ishikawa beat Barb Saylor,
7-5, 6-0 and Celeste Pitman beat
Barb Bauer 6-2," 7-5.
Andreotti and Jamie Hamilton,

plays fifth ·singles, are the outstanding players on the team as
they are both undefeated for the
season."
· The team will be playing today
against Whitworth University in
Spokane and Eastern in Cheney.
They will meet Montana State
University at University of Montana tomorrow at 3 pm and on
Saturday they'll play the University of Montana in Missoula at 8
am and WSU at 11 am. They also
will be playing at home against
Yakima Valley College on Wednesday at 1:30 pm.

Stein Club
Members

Kegs
the

KEG

TAV

Party Soon
check at

to
Go

23.50
Plus Deposit

theTAV

for Date
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Crier Questionaire
Class: Fr.___;,

So._

Jr._-

Sr.__

Grad_

Other._ _ _ __

How would you rate the CAMPUS CRIER in the last four months?
poor
1

2

average
3

How ·would- you rate the following?
News content
Layout design
Photos
Graphics (Cartoons)
Would you like to see more or less of the following:
Campus news
Community news
National news
National commentary
Feature articles
Opinion
Sports
Arts and Entertainment
Photographs
Graphics
Advertisements

4

superior
5
poor
1
1
1.
1
less
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

average
2
2
2
2
2
2
:--2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3

3
3
3
same
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

superior
5
5
5
5
more
5
5
5.
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5

Has the CAMPUS CRIER done anything particularly outstanding in the last four months?
Specify:

Has the CAMPUS CRIER done anything particularly atrocious in the last four months?
Specify:

What would you like to see in the CAMPUS CRIER in the future?
Specify:

Please return this questionaire as soon as possible to ?he Information desk in the SUB.
We would appreciate any and all comments.
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first doubles, defeated ·Dickson
and Dickson 6-4, 3-6, 6-4 .while
Karie Hamilton and Ishikawa defeated Dahl and Clark, 6-4, 6-1 and
Louanne Luehrs and Laurie Carmody were defeated by Bauer and
Debbie Ray 1-6, 7-5, 1-6.
"Our first doubles team of Mary
Andreotti and Jamie Hamilton did
a good job against Dickson and
Dickson," said Mark Morrill, head
coach. "It was a very good doubles
match.
"Right now ·I would say that
Rhonda Panattoni, who plays third
.singles, and Lynn Ishikawa, who
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Wednesday May 5th
8 pm . Nicholson Pavilion
Mr.

Dean will be speaking on·

e Wotergate
e Watergate's implication on the
National election ·
. • his neyvly released book
.

"

John Dean
Watergate Conspirator

I I
· 'W
. e re gonna d o .1t •.
I

ROBIN TROWER
Nii1.;
&
··~··-:.·

KANSAS

Wednesday, May 12th
· 8:30 Nicholson Pavilion
- 4~ ·····in advance

•

:

'~

~

r

.

·.

:-with ASC card
5 so .... :.atdoor
.
.
s~ ..... in advance
6§.Q ..... atdoor
-generaladmission
-

\. . . . . . . ./~ .. yours, from the ASC & Albatross Productio.ns
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